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Abstract 
This paper gives a fixpoint characterization of the success set of Guarded Horn Clauses 
programs. The notions of substitution and unification, on which the declarative semantics 
of pure logic programs is based, are extended in order to deal with the synchronization 
mechanisms of Guarded Horn Clauses. The effectiveness of the new notions is shown 
by defining an algorithm that computes the most general unifier. Also the immediate 
consequence operator, used for defining th~ fixpoint semantics of pure logic programs, is 
extended consequently. Finally, the equivalence of the new fixpoint semantics with the 
operational semantics of Guarded Horn Clauses is proved. 
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1 Introduction. 
Logic languages, i.e. languages based on the Horn Clause Logic (HCL) [Ll], have become very 
popular in the last few years, mainly because of their high level nature. In fact, programs 
written in these formalisms are based on assertions which have a declarative interpretation. 
In other words, they can be seen as a formal description of the problem to be solved and can 
be understood without any reference to the behaviour of any particular machine. Moreover, 
they have the advantage of being founded on rigorous and well-established mathematical 
theories, that make easier the task of defining their formal semantics, of developing methods 
for correctness proofs, etc. 
Another, increasingly important, reason of interest in these languages is due to the advent 
of VLSI technologies which has made possible the development of highly parallel computer 
architectures. This has caused a gap between hardware and software, since parallel pro-
gramming is much more difficult than sequential programming. It is therefore necessary the 
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develop suitable software tools, and, in particular "good" languages for parallel programming. 
Due to their semantics clearness, lack of side effects, and high level constructs, the class of 
logic languages has been regarded as a suitable candidate to fully utilize the power of parallel 
architectures. In particular, it has been claimed that these languages are inherently parallel, 
i.e. that their operational semantics leads to a parallel computational model in a very elegant 
way. Moreover it has been claimed that their declarative nature facilitates the definition of 
parallel algorithms by the programmer. 
Until now, these claims have been not completely realized in the practice. Moreover, 
they seem to be a little bit in conflict with respect to each other. In the parallel model of 
pure logic languages several problems arise, mainly due to the environment management. In 
particular, the unconstrained AND-OR parallelism is definitely too little efficient, and this 
makes necessary the introduction of some control mechanisms. Moreover, pure HCL languages 
are not expressive enough to model the actual aspects of concurrent systems, such as real time, 
synchronization, communication. Shared variables can be seen as communication channels 
between processes, but they are still a too weak notion. 
Most of the concurrency-oriented extensions of logic languages are based on adding con-
straints to the unification mechanism (input-mode constraints). In practice, some of the 
variables occurring in the goal can be prevented from getting bound during the unification 
(i.e. from 'producing' values). In this way, the process (atom) in which such a variable occurs, 
can be forced to wait ('suspension rule') until other processes in the goal have made available 
the values required by that variable (that can therefore be seen as a 'consumer'). In this way, 
the communication channels can be seen as directed. Moreover, the suspension rule provides 
a synchronization mechanism. The most famous representatives of this class of languages are 
Concurrent Prolog (CP) [Shl], [Sh2], PARLOG [CC] and Guarded Horn Clauses (GHC) [Ue]. 
Most of the efforts about these languages have been devoted to the solution of the efficiency 
and implementation problems mentioned before. For instance, the definition of PARLOG has 
quite been changed from its original version. Very little, on the contrary, has been done in 
the direction of preserving the clear semantics of their origins. The traditional semantics of 
HCL, in fact, is not suitable anymore to describe these languages, because of all the extra-
logical features that have been added. In particular, it is quite hard to say whether or not 
these languages can still be considered declarative. It is worth noting that the semantics that 
have been developed for these languages are either in operational style, based on transition 
systems, [Sa], [Sal], [Be], [BK], or in denotational style, based on metric spaces [BK], [Kj. 
Both of these approach are based on the traditional techniques for the imperative languages. 
The only declarative approaches to the semantics of these languages have been investigated 
in [LPl], [LP2] and [Le]. However, in all these works only a variant of these languages has 
been modeled. Namely, the deadlocks (situations in which two or more processes are mutually 
waiting for each other) cannot be described by these approaches. 
On the other side, a declarative characterization of the real languages could be helpful 
to understand the difference that the new mechanisms introduce with respect to the pure 
versions. 
The present paper is a first attempt to define a correct declarative semantics for these 
languages. We focus the attention on GHC, but we think that the same methods can also be 
applied to CP and PARLOG. We define a fixpoint semantics, i.e. a semantics based on a fix-
point construction, by making use of an operator that works on the Herbrand interpretations. 
This approach is usually called declarative because the definition of the operator is strictly 
related to the notion of model. The basic ideas on which our construction is based are: 
• The introduction of variables in the notion of Herbrand interpretation. This idea, al-
ready used in [LP2] and in [FLMP], allows to model the notions of 'value produced' and 
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'value consumed' by an atom. This is necessary to distinguish between programs that 
differ only for some input-mode constraint. 
• The notion of annotation on variables, representing the input-mode constraints. This 
idea is in a certain sense symmetric to the one used in [LP2], where the annotations 
are on data structures. The annotations are declaratively characterized by extending 
the theory of substitution and unification, and can be effectively manipulated by an 
extended unification algorithm, also described in the paper. 
• The notion of streams of substitutions. This concept represents the main difference with 
respect to [LP2], and has been introduced in order to deal with the deadlock problem 
mentioned above. 
This paper is organized as follows. Section 2 recalls some basic notions about logic lan-
guages. Section 3 introduces the language GHC. Section 4 defines the basic mathematical 
tools, such as the new notions of substitution and unification. Finally, section 5 defines the fix-
point operator and shows the equivalence between the fixpoint semantics and the operational 
semantics of GHC. 
2 Preliminaries 
In this section we briefly recall some basic notions about logic programs, substitutions and 
unification. We will use mainly the same terminology and notations of [Ap], [Ll], [LMM], and 
[Ed], to which the reader is referred for a more detailed presentation of these topics. 
Logic Programs. Let Var be a set of variables, with typical elements x, y, z, .... Let Cons 
be a set of constructors, with typical elements a, b, c, ... (constructors with 0 arguments, or 
constants), and /, g, h, ... (constructors with one or more arguments). Let Pred be a set of 
predicates, with typical elements p, q, r, .... 
The set Term, with typical elements t, u, .. . , is the set of all the terms built on Var and 
on Cons. Examples of terms are f(a), f(x), g(f(a), f(x)) etc. 
The set Atom, with typical elements A, B, H, G ... , is the set of all the atoms (or atomic 
formulas) built on Pred and on Term. Examples of atoms are p(a),p(x),q(f(a),f(x)) etc. 
A definite clause is a formula of the form 
A +-- B 1, ... , Bn ( n ? 0) 
where the intended meaning of "+--" is the right-to-left logic implication, and the intended 
meaning of"," is the logical conjunction. Clauses are seen as universally quantified. 
A goal statement is a formula of the form 
+-- All ... , A,,. (m? 0) 
(the missing argument at the left of+- is meant to be the logical value false). If m = 0, the 
goal is called empty goal and is denoted by D. Goal statements are also seen as universally 
quantified. 
A Horn Clause Logic (HCL) program W is a (finite) set of definite clauses. Since a clause 
(as well as a goal statement) is a particular First Order Logic formula, HCL programs can be 
seen as a particular subset of the First Order Logic theories. 
In the following, we use the abbreviations A, B etc. to denote conjunctions of atoms, 
like A1 , ••. , Am and B1, ... , Bn· Then, for instance, A +-- B represents a clause, and +-- A 
represents a goal statement. 
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Substitutions. A substitution U is a mapping from Var into Term such that D(U) = {x E 
Var I U(x) -:f. x} is finite. D(U) is called the domain of the substitution U. We will use also 
the set-theoretic notation for U, given by U = {x/t Ix E D(U), U(x) = t}. 
Let F be an expression (term, atom or clause). The set of variables occurring in F is 
denoted by V (F). The application FU of U to F is defined as the expression obtained by 
replacing each variable x in F by U( x). C ( U) (which we will improperly call the co-domain, 
or range of U) is the set UxED(t9 J V(U(x)). 
A renaming p is any bijective substitution from Var to Var. If V is a set of variables, then 
Fp is a variant of a formula F with respect to V iff p is a renaming and V(Fp) n V = 0. Fp 
is said to be a variant of F iff F p is a variant of F with respect to V ( F). 
If W is a G HC program, and V is a set of variables, then Wv will denote all the possible 
variants of W with respect to V, i.e. the programs whose clauses are variants, with respect 
to V, of the clauses of W. 
The composition UU' of two substitutions U and U' is defined in the usual way, namely 
(UU')(x) = (U(x))U'. We recall that the composition is associative, the empty substitution 
E is the neutral element, and for each renaming p there exists the inverse p- 1 , i.e. pp- 1 = 
p- 1 p =E. Moreover, F(UU') = (FU)U' holds. 
A substitution 0 is called idempotent iff !JO = iJ (or, equivalently, iff D ( U) nC( U) = 0). The 
pre-order relation :::; on substitutions is defined by U :::; U' * 3a : Ua = O', and the associated 
equivalence relation will be denoted by ~. 
The restriction Uiv of U to a set of variables V is the substitution Uiv (x) = O(x) for x E V 
and '81v (x) = x otherwise. 
Unification. Given a set of sets of terms M, a substitution iJ is a unifier of M iff VS E M: 
Vt, t' E S : tU = t'U holds. It is well known that if there exists a unifier of M, then there 
exists an idempotent unifier of M (see, for instance, [Ap]). In order to simplify the discussion 
we will only consider, without loss of generality, the set of idempotent unifiers of M, denoted 
by U(M). 
We associate with each substitution Uthe set (of sets) S(U) = {{x,t} I x/t EU}. The 
following proposition gives a useful characterization of the ordering relation, on idempotent 
substitutions, in terms of the solutions of the associated sets. 
Proposition 2.1 Lett~, D' be idempotent substitutions. Then U :::; U' * U ( S ( U')) ~ U ( S ( U)). 
Proof First, we note that µ E U ( S ( D)) * Dµ = µ. Then, we have: 
(<=) If U' is idempotent, then U' E U(S(U')). By hypothesis, O' E U(S(U)), and therefore 
UD' = U'. 
(=>) Let a be a substitution such that Da = U'. Letµ E U(S(D')). Since Dis idempotent, we 
have 0µ =DU'µ= UDaµ = Uaµ = U'µ =µ,i.e.,µ E U(S{O)). D 
The set of the most general unifiers of a set of sets of terms M is 
mgu(M) ={DE U(M) I VD' E U(M): D:::; D'}. 
Note that, if Dis idempotent, then D E mgu( S ( D)) holds. The application MU of a substitution 
U to M is defined as the set (of sets) obtained by applying U to all the terms occurring in 
the elements of M. In [Ed] the following basic property is shown (easily provable by the 
unification algorithm as defined, for instance, in [Ap]). 
Proposition 2.2 Let M1 , M2 be sets of sets of terms. Let '81 E mgu(Mi), 02 E mgu(M2 ). 
Then 
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mgu(M1 u M2) = D1mgu(M2Di) = t92mgu(M1D2), 
where, for 0 being a set of substitutions, the composition DE> is defined as the set 
{D' J 3i9" E 0: U' E mgu(S(DU"))}. 
Corollary 2.3 Let Di. D2 be idempotent substitutions. Then 
mgu(S(fii) u S(t92)) = D1mgu(S(D2)Di) = fi2mgu(S(Di)D2 ). 
0 
Proof Since D1 is idempotent, D1 E mgu(S(Ui)). Analogously, D2 E mgu(S(D2)). Now, 
assume M1 = S(Di), M2 = S(D2) and apply proposition 2.2. O 
Semantics of HCL. A very elegant formalization of the semantics of HCL was given by van 
Emden and Kowalski in [vEK]. HCL can be seen as a particular First Order Logic language, 
and therefore the model-theoretic semantics, developed by Tarski, for First Order Logic the-
ories, applies also to HCL programs. Such a semantics is based on the notion of validity, i.e. 
truth in all the models of the programs. In particular, due to the model-intersection property 
of HCL programs, the set of valid atomic formulas can be characterized by a special model, 
namely the minimal Herbrand model. 
The minimal Herbrand model can be obtained as the least fixpoint of a continuous trans-
formation on Herbrand interpretations. Such a transformation is associated to the program, 
and can be seen as a sort of operator that gives all the atomic immediate consequences (with 
respect to the program) of a given set of (atomic) premises. This construction gives the so 
called least fixpoint semantics. Both these approaches (model theoretic and fixpoint), to the 
semantics of logic programs, are called declarative. 
Finally, HCL programs have an operational semantics based on the notion of refutation, 
that can be seen also as a computational mechanism for the use of HCL as a programming 
language. Given a program W, and a goal~ A, a derivation step consists of 
• selecting an atom Ai in A, 
• selecting a clause H +-Bin Wv(Al• 
• selecting a substitution D in mgu( Ai, H) (if any). 
The derived goal is 
+- (A1, ... , Ai-11 B, Ai+1, ... , An) D. 
A refutation consists of the repeated application of the derivation step, until the empty goal 
is reached. The associated computed answer substitution is obtained as the composition of 
all the most general unifiers used in the derivation. 
In [vEKJ it is shown that all these three semantics are equivalent, with respect to the 
ground atomic formulas. Further developments have proved that the completeness of the 
operational semantics does not depend upon the choice of the atom in the refutation step 
(independence of the selection rule, [ Av El). Therefore, SLD refutation (refutation with respect 
to a fixed selection rule) can replace the refutation mechanism, with a considerable gain in 
efficiency. 
AlSo the choice of D in mgu(Ai, H) is not relevant. This result, that has always been 
considered obvious, has been formally proved only recently in [LS]. 
Other investigations have been concerned with a more general declarative characterization 
of the operational aspects. The relation between the computed answer substitutions and the 
correct answer substitutions (i.e. the substitutions that make an atom true in all the models) 
is discussed in [Cl]. In [FLMP] a new declarative semantics is defined, and the full equivalence 
with the operational semantics (i.e. the equivalence with respect to all the atoms) is proved. 
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3 The language GHC and its operational semantics. 
A Guarded Horn Clause (GHC) program [Ue] is a finite set of clauses of the form 
H-GIB 
where H {head), G (guard) and B (body) are (sequences of} atomic formulas. The symbol 
"I" is called commit operator. 
A G HC goal is a clause of the form 
-B 
The guard, the body and the goal can contain atoms of the form t = u, that are called 
unification atoms and play a special role. We will call the other ones ordinary atoms. 
We give a description of the operational semantics based on the notion of refutation. The 
original definition given by Ueda [Ue] differs in that the proof method is explicitly AND-
parallel (parallel input resolution). Anyway, in [Sal] the two definition are shown equivalent 
(with respect to the success case). 
Given a program W, a goal +- A has a refutation in W, with computed answer substitution 
6 iff 
+-A~ 0 (empty clause) and 6 = 6j'V(Al 
- 19' - - -
where A 1--+* A' means that the goal +- A' is derivable from +- A in some steps. More 
- t?' • - - t?' k - 1? 1 k formally, A 1--+ A' holds iff there exists k such that A 1--+ A', where 1--+ is the k-steps 
derivation relation. Such a derivation is defined by the following rules, depending on the kind 
of the selected atom {unification atom or ordinary atom). Let A= A1, ... , Ai, ... , A,., and 
let Ai be the selected atom. Then · 
+- A ,_!!_l< +- A' 
if: 
1. (case: Ai is an ordinary atom) the following conditions hold 
• 3H +- c I BE w111 A 1 
• 31'1' E mgu(Ai, H) 
• +-G1<t1 ~' o 
• (U'µ)J'V(AJ = €. 
In this case, we have 
• 8 = 6'µ 
• k=k'+l 
•A'= (A 1 , ••• ,Ai_ 1,B,Ai+1 , ••• ,An)8. 
2. (case: Ai is a unification atom) the following conditions hold 
• 3H E {x = x}v!AJ 
• 8 E mgu(Ai, H). 
In this case, we have 
6 
• k = 1, and 
• A'= {A1, ... , Ai-1• Ai+l• ... 1 An)D. 
Note that, by definition of variant, the requirements H - ()I BE w'\l(A) (in the first case) 
and HE {x = xhtA) (in the second case) ensure that the clauses used in the derivation do 
not share variables with the goal. 
The basic synchronization mechanism of GHC (read-only constraint) is based on the con-
dition ( 19' µ)I '\I (Al = €. This condition represents the main difference from the operational 
semantics of HCL. It prevents the execution of atoms whose arguments are more general than 
the ones in the corresponding heads of the clauses. In practice, these atoms are obliged to 
wait until other atoms in the goal produce the necessary binding on the involved variables. 
Note that the unification atoms are the only ones that can produce bindings. 
The derivation can be iterated on the new goal A'. In general, if there exist A. 1 , ... , An 
such that 
~ A-1 t91k1 A- t?n-lk i A-~- t---=-1' +-- 2 · · · 1---+ n - +-- n l 
then we write 
where 
• k=k1+···+kn-l· 
Note that the superscript k on ~ represen~s the total length of the refutation {included the 
number of steps performed in order to refute the guard). 
The input-mode constraint, in the head-unification and in the refutation of the guard, 
forces a certain order in the execution of the atoms in a goal. Therefore, the SLD-resolution 
is not equivalent anymore to the resolution without any selection rule. 
Other differences from the HCL programs rely on the presence of the commit operator, 
that transforms the don't know nondeterminism into don't care nondeterminism. However 
it influences only the failure set, whose analysis is out of the purposes of this paper. The 
interested reader can consult [FL] for the semantics of failure in GHC. 
Example 3.1 The following program realizes in GHC a merge on streams. The symbol cons 
represents the operation of prefixing a stream x with an element w, result cons(w, x), and nil 
is the termination symbol. However, streams can be infinite. 
merge(x, y, z) ._ x = cons(w, x')lz = cons(w, z'), merge(x', y,z'). 
merge(x, y, z) ._ y = cons(w, y')lz = cons(w, z'), merge(x, y', z'). 
merge(x, y, z) ._ x = niljz = y. 
merge(x, y, z) ._ y = niljz = x. 
The initial goal is 
._ p(x), q(y), merge(x, y, z), r(z). 
Here p(x) and q(y) produce the streams input to the merge process, and r(z) is the receiver of 
its output. D 
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4 A theory of substitutions and unification oriented to 
concurrency. 
4.1 Parallel composition on substitutions. 
In this section we introduce the notion of parallel composition on substitutions and on sets 
of substitutions, both denoted by 8 . Intuitively, the parallel composition is meant to be the 
formalization of one of the basic operations performed by the parallel execution models of logic 
programs. When two atoms Ai and A2 (in the same goal) are run in parallel, the associated 
computed answer substitutions U 1 and 02 have to be combined, afterwards, in order to get the 
final result. With respect to the variables that are not shared, such a composition is simply 
the union of the respective bindings. With respect to the shared variables, Di and 02 have to 
be consistent, and, if this is the case, the result is obtained as the minimal substitution that 
satisfies all the bindings (i.e. the minimal U such that 0 1 , 02 :::; U). 
The basic requirement that this operation must satisfy is the independence of the order 
in which the atoms Ai and Az are run. Namely, the result has to be equal to the one we get 
in a sequential execution of the same goal. By corollary 2.3, it turns out that this operation 
can be performed in the following way: Consider the set of all the pairs corresponding to 
the bindings of both Di and Oz. Then, compute the most general unifier of such a set. The 
consistency check corresponds to a verification that such a set is unifiable. 
Definition 4.1 Let 01 , 02 be substitutions, and let e 1 , 02 be sets of substitutions. Then: 
1. Di 8 02 ={µIµ is idempotent, 01 , 02 :::; µand Vu: 0 11 02 :::; u => µ:::; u}. 
u 
We will denote the sets {U} 8 e and e 8 {U} by U 8 e and e 8 0 respectively. 0 
Proposition 4.2 Let 01 , 02 be idempotent substitutions. Then 01 802 = mgu(S(Ui)uS{-02 )). 
Proof 
(~) Letµ E Oi 8 02 . By proposition 2.1, mgu(S(µ)) = mgu(S(Ui) U S(-02 )). Then, observe 
that, sinceµ is idempotent,µ E mgu(S(µ)). 
(;2) Letµ E mgu(S (Di) U S(-02)). Then, U (µ) = U (Di) US ( 02 ). Therefore, by proposition 2.1, 
µ E '81 8 '82. 
Example 4.3 
1. Let Di= {x/f(y,a),z/g(b)} and 02 = {x/f(b,w),z/g(y)}. Then 
0 1 802 = {{x/f(b,a),z/g(b),y/b,w/a}}. 
2. Leti)i as before, and '82 = {x/ J(a, w), z/ g(y)}. Then 
'81 8 '82 = 0. 
0 
0 
The following proposition shows that 8 is associative and commutative and (under a certain 
condition) distributes over the standard composition. 
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Proposition 4.4 Let t'Jb 02, t'J3 be substitutions. Then 
1. D 1 8 D2 = D2 8 Di. 
2. (D1 8 t'12) 0 D3 =Di 8 (D2 8 D3)· 
9. If D1 is idempotent, and .0( t'Ji) n (.0 ( D2) U D ( t'J3) UC( D2) UC ( t'J3)) = 0, then Di( D2 8 D3) = 
(t'J1t'f2) 8 (D1D3). 
Proof (1) follows immediately from definition 4.1(1). For (2) it is sufficient to note that if 
t'J E D1802 = mgu(S(t'Ji) U S(U2)), then S(D) and S(Di) U S(t'J2) are equivalent, in the sense 
that they have the same unifiers (see, for instance, [Ap]). Therefore 
(D1 o 02) 8 t'J3 = mgu(S(Di) u S(U2) u S(t'J3)) = fh 8 (D2 8 D3). 
For (9) we have: 
t'Ji(D2 8 t'J3) = 
t'J1mgu(S(D2) U S(D3)) = (by the hypotheses) 
D1mgu(S(D2)t'f1 U S(D3)t'Ji) = (by corollary 2.3) 
mgu(S(t'Ji) U S(D2 ) U S(t'J3 )) = (by the hypotheses) 
mgu(S(D1D2) U S(D1D3)) = 
(D1D2) 8 (U1t'f3). 
D 
Similar properties hold for the sets of substitutions, which are formulated in the following 
corollary. 




9. If .O(t'f) n (.0(8i) u D(62) u C(8i) u C(82)) = 0, then 0(01 o 82) = (D8i) a (D62), 
where the notions of domain and co-domain of a set of substitution are the natural extension 
of the corresponding notions on substitutions. 
Proof Immediate from proposition 4.4 and definition 4.1(2). D 
The associative property allows us to omit parentheses, and we will simply write 01ot'J28D38 ... 
(and 6 1 8 82 8 83 8 ... ). 
Remark 4.6 
1. The empty set is the null element of the parallel composition {on sets}, namely: 
0 o 0 = 0 a 0 = 0. 
2. If 8 is closed, namely VD E 8: mgu(S(t'I)} ~ 8, then 8 is idempotent with respect to 
the parallel composition, i.e. 
0 = 688. 
Proof Immediate. D 
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4.2 Annotated variables. 
In order to model the synchronization mechanism of GHC (the input-mode constraints), we 
introduce the notion of annotated variable. Intuitively, the annotation on a variable means 
that such a variable cannot be bound, during the derivation step, if it occurs in the selected 
atom. In other words, such a variable can receive bindings from the execution of other 
atoms in the goals, but cannot produce bindings by the execution of the atom in which it 
occurs. From a declarative point of view, the difference between producing and receiving a 
binding can be modeled by introducing an asymmetry in the definition of the application 
of a substitution to a term: bindings on not-annotated variables (produced bindings) can 
instantiate the annotated variables, but bindings on annotated variables (consumed bindings) 
cannot instantiate the not-annotated variables. 
We will denote the set of the annotated variables by Var-. The elements of Var, still 
denoted by x, y, z, ... will be called positive vari"ables. The elements of Var-, denoted by 
x-y-, z-, .. . , are seen as the annotated counterpart of x, y, z, .. . , and will be called negative 
variables. From a mathematical point of view, we can consider Var and Var- as two disjoint 
sets, and u-» as a bijective mapping 
- : Var--> Var-. 
The set of terms Term is extended on the new set of variables Var U Var-, and we will call 
positive terms the ones in which there occur only positive variables. We extend the mapping 
- to the positive terms. If V ~ Var, tlV- is the term obtained by replacing in t every variable 
x E V by x-. tl v..,- will be simply denoted by t-. The notion of substitution also extends 
naturally, on the new set of variables and terms. We will call positive substitutions the ones 
involving positive variables and positive terms only. Let 0 be a positive substitution and 
V ~ Var. We define 
oiv- = {x/tiv- I x/t E 0, x ~ V} u {x~ /tiv- I x/t E 0, x E V}. 
A substitution 0 can be seen as composed by two parts: one part (denoted by OP) mapping 
positive variables, and one part (denoted by ON) mapping the negative ones. More formally: 
oP = {x/t I x/t E 0, x E Var} 
oN = {x- /t Ix- /t E O,x- E Var-} 
Op represents the produced bindings, and ON represent the bindings that have to be received. 
The - annotation affects the application of a substitution 0 to a term t in the following way 
if t = x E Var 
if t = x- E Var- and O(x-)-::/:: x-
if t = x- E Var- and O(x-) = x-
if t= f(t1, ... ,tn) 
The application of a substitution to a formula is defined analogously. 
The reason why the application of 0 to x- can result in O(x)- (instead of O(x)) is related 
to the peculiarity of the input-mode constraint of GHC. In fact, it does not apply to a specific 
variable, but to the argument of the atom. Therefore, when an annotated variable is bound to 
a term t, all the variables occurring in t get under the influence of the input-mode constraint, 
and therefore they have to inherit the annotation. 
The new notion of application differs from the standard one in that {x E Var U Var- I 
xO-::/:: x} (the set of variables bound by 0) is now a superset of {x E Var U Var- I O(x) -::/:: x} 
(the set of variables mapped by 0 into different terms). In fact, even if O(x-) = x-, x-o can 
be different from x-, since in this case the definition x-o = O(x-) applies. 
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Example 4. 7 Consider the term t = f ( x, x-, y, y-), and consider the substitution fJ 
{x/g(z), y/h(w), y- /h(a)}. We have: 
t'JP = {x/g(z), y/h(w)} 
fJN = {y- /h(a)} 
and 
tt'J = f(g(z), g(z-), h(w), h(a)). 
D 
The notions of domain and co-domain are also extended consequently, in order to deal with 
the additional cases in which a variable can be bound by a substitution. Namely, we define: 
O(t'J) = {x E VarU Var- I x{1 =/:- x} 
C(t'J) = LJ V(xt'J). 
xEV(i9) 
An other characterization of the domain and the co-domain is given by the following propo-
sition. 
Proposition 4.8 Let fJ be a substitution. Then 
C(t'J) = LJ V(t'J(x)) u U. 
xEV(19) 
Proof Immediate, by definition. D 
The notion of composition t'J 1 t'J2 of two substitutions, t'J 1 and t'J2 is extended consequently as 
follows 
It is easy to see that the standard properties of the composition still hold, namely 
where E is the empty substitution, and 
The idempotent substitutions, namely the substitutions fJ such that f}f} = t'J, are charac-
terized by the following proposition. 
Proposition 4.9 A substitution fJ is idempotent iff C(t'J) n O(t'J) = 0. 
Proof 
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Dis idempotent if! 
(\1'x E Var U Var- : (xD)O = xD) if! 
(\1'x E VarU Var-: Vy: (y E 'V(xt<>) => y ff. 1/(0)) if! 
(\1'y: (y E C(D) => y ff. D(O)) if! 
C(O) n D(t<t) = 0. 
0 
A substitution binds all the annotated version of the variables which are in the domain. It is 
reasonable, therefore, to extend the notion of unifier by adding the requirement to make equal 
also the annotated version of the terms to be unified (and not only the terms themselves). 
Namely, a substitution D is a unifier for a set of sets of terms M iff 
\1'S EM: \1't1,t2 Es: t10 = t3t't and t;a = t:;-a. 
All the other notions (ordering on substitutions, mgu, parallel composition), are extended in 
the straightforward way. As before, U(M) and mgu(M) will denote the sets of idempotent 
unifiers and idempotent mgu's of a set of sets of terms M. 
Example 4.10 1. Consider the program 
{p(f(a)) <- 1-} 
and consider the goal 
<- p(x), x = f(a) 
We annotate the variable x, in p(x), in order to express the input-mode constraint. Then 
D1 = {x-/f(a)} E mgu(p(x-),p(f(a))) 
and 
02 = {x/ f(a)} E mgu(x = f (a), y = y) 
We observe that i't1 ~Oz. In fact, 
Therefore we have 
and 
2. Consider now the program 
{p(f(a)) <-I., q(f(a)) <-I.}, 





If we look at the final result, we can see that the goal can be refuted, in the first case, by a 
suitable ordering on the execution of the atoms {x = f(a) before p(x)}. In fact the final result 
contains a substitution that does not map any annotated variable. This is not true in the 
second case, and therefore no refutation is possible. O 
It is possible to prove that all the related properties {propositions 2.2 and 4.4, and corol-
laries 2.3 and 4.5} still hold. In fact, the unification algorithm can be extended, without 
modifying its structure, in order to deal with the new notion of application of a substitution 
to a term. We give an extended version of the unification algorithm, based on the one pre-
sented in [Ap], that works on finite sets of pairs. Given a finite set of finite sets of terms M, 
consider the {finite) set of pairs 
M1,.,ir.= LJ {<t,u>Jt,uES}. 
!-/EM 
The unifiers of a set of pairs { < t 1 , u1 >, ... , < t,., u,, >} are defined as the unifiers of the 
set { {t1, ui}, ... , {tni un} }. Of course, Mand Mvnir• are equivalent, i.e. they have the same 
unifiers. A set of pairs is called solved if it is of the form 
where 
1. Vi= 1, ... , n: x; E Var U Var-, 
2. Vi, j = 1, ... , n: i # j => x; # Xj, 
3. Vi= 1, ... , n: x; ft. 1J(t1, ... , t,,), 
4. Vi= 1, ... , n: x; E Var and t; # x; => x; ft. 1l{x1, ... , Xn, t1, ... , t,,), 
A solved (finite) set of pairs P = { < x1 , t 1 >, ... , < x,., t,, >} is always unifiable. An 
idempotent most general unifier of P can be obtained as follow. Consider the substitution IP 
associated to P, defined by 
IP= {xi/ti, ... , Xn/tn}. 
In general, IP is not a unifier of P, since x; Ip can be different from t; IP. For the same 
reason, 1 p can be not idempotent. This is one of the main differences from the standard 
theory of unifiers (see [LMM]), and it is due basically to the new rule by which a substitution 
can bind a variable. Anyway, an idempotent unifier of P can be easily derived from IP· In 
fact, define 
op= IPIP· 
It turns out that Op is one of the idempotent most general unifiers of P, as shown by the 
following proposition. 
Proposition 4.11 Let P be a solved set of pairs. Then Op E mgu(P). 
Proof Let P = { < x1 , t1 >, ... , < Xn, tn >}be in solved form. Then, for any x E VarU Var-, 
we have three cases: 
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1. x = Xi, for a given i (1 $ i $ n). In this case, x5p = x/p/p = tnp = (by the properties 
(3) and (4) of the solved form) = ti. 
2. x = x;, for a given i (1 $ i $ n). In this case x5p = X/p/p = ti/P· 
3. x f. xi, x f. x;, for all i = 1, ... , n. In this case x5p = X/p/p = X/p = x. 
{idempotency) We have to show that for any x E Var U Var-, xbpOp = x5p. 
1. If x = Xi, for a given i (1 $ i $ n), then x6p5p = ti5P = X/p/p = (by the properties 
(3) and (4) of the solved form) = ti = x6p. 
2. If x = x;, for a given i (1 $ i $ n), then xbpDp = ti/PIPIP =(by the property (3) of 
the solved form) = t;1r = x5p. 
3. If x f. Xi, x f. x;, for all i = 1, ... , n, then x5p5p = x6r(= x). 
(unifier) For each i = 1, ... n, we have XibP = t; = (by the properties (3) and (4) of the 
solved form} = t;bp. Moreover, x;5r = t£1r =(by the property (3) of the solved form) 
= tilPIP = t; Sr. 
{most general} Let CT be a unifier of P. We show that DpCT = CT. 
1. If x = Xii for a given i (1 $ i $ n), then x5pCT = tiCT = (since CT is a unifier of P) 
= XiG' = XCT. 
2. If x = x;, for a given i (1 $ i $ n}, then x5rCT = ti/PCT = (since CT is a unifier of P) 
= ti- CT = (since CT is a unifier of P) = x; CT = XCT. 
3. If x f. Xi, x f. x;, for all i = 1, ... , n, t.hen x6pCT = XCT. 
D 
The following algorithm transforms a set of pairs into an equivalent one which is solved, or 
halts with failure if the set has no unifiers. 
Definition 4.12 (Extended unification algorithm) 
• Let P, P' be sets of pafrs. Define P --+ P' if P' is obtained from P by choosing i'n P a 
pair of the form below and by performing the corresponding action 
1. < f(t1, ... , tn), f(u1, ... , Un) > 
2. < f(t1, .. ., tn), g(u1, ... , un) >, where ff. g 
S. < x, x > where x E Var U Var-
4. < t, x > where x E Var U Var-, t <i. Var U Var-
5. < x, t > where x E Var,x f. t, x- f. t 
and x occurs in other pairs 
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replace by the pairs 
< t11 U1 >, ... , < tn, Un> 
halt with failure 
delete the pair 
replace by the pair < x, t > 
if x E V(t) or x- E V(t) 
then halt with failure 
else apply the substitution 
6. < x, x- >where x E Var, 
and x occurs in other pairs 
7. < x-,t >where x- E Var-, x- =/:- t 
and x- occurs in other pairs 
{x/t} to all the other pairs 
apply the substitution 
{x/x-} to all the other pairs 
if x- E V(t) 
then halt with failure 
else apply the substitution 
{x- /t} to all the other pairs. 
We will write P-+ fail if a failure is detected {steps 2, 5 or 7}. 
• Let-+* be the reflexive-transitive closure of the relation -+1 i.e. 
P -+ * P' -<=? 3P1, ... , Pn : 
P = P1,P' = Pn andP1-+ ... -+ Pn 
• Let P, 0 1 be the set of the solved forms of P, i.e. 
P..,1 = {P' I P-+ * P', and P' is solved} 
The set of substitutions determined by the algorithm is 
D 
The following proposition shows the correotness and the termination properties of the ex-
tended unification algorithm. 
Proposition 4.13 
1. (finiteness) If P is a finite set of pairs, then the relation-+ on the set {P' I P -+* P'} 
is finitely branching and noetherian {i.e. terminating). 
2. (solved form) If a finite set of pairs P is in normal form {i.e. there exist no P' such 
that P -+ P' }, then P is in solved form. 
9. (soundness) The extended unification algorithm is sound with respect to the {finite} 
sets of pairs, i.e. 
il(P) ~ mgu(P) 
4. (completeness) The extended unification algorithm is complete with respect to the 
finite sets of finite sets of terms, i.e. 
mgu(M) ~ A(M1.";.,). 
5. (soundness and completeness of failure) P -+"fail if! P is not unifiable. 
Proof 
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1. (finiteness) By definition, ---> is finitely branching iff for each P there is only a finite 
number of P' such that P ---> P'. At each step, the number of choices in the algorithm is 
bound by the number of pairs in the current set. Therefore, in order to show that the ---> 
is finite-branching upon the elements of { P' I P ---> * P'} (for P finite) it is sufficient to 
prove that each P' derived from P has a finite number of pairs. To this aim is sufficient 
to show that ---> preserves finiteness, in fact only the step {1) can increase the number 
of pairs, and it can add, each time, only a finite number of them. 
By definition, ---> is noetherian iff there are no infinite sequences P1 ---> P2 ---> ••• P,. ---> 
.... In order to show that ---> is noetherian on the sets derived from a finite set P, it is 
sufficient to note that: 
• For each variable in the original set P, steps (5), {6) and {1) can be performed at 
most once, therefore they can be be performed only a finite number of times. 
• Steps {1) and (4) strictly diminish the number of occurrences of function symbols 
at the left hand side of the equations. Therefore (when steps (5), (6) and (1) 
cannot be performed anymore) they can be performed only finitely many times. 
• In absence of step (1), step {3} can be applied only a finite number of times. 
• Step {2) can be performed only once. 
2. (solved form) The unapplicability of steps (1), (2) and (4) ensures that condition (1) 
is satisfied. Since steps {5}, (6) and {1) are not performable, conditions (2) and (3) 
hold. Finally, also condition (4) is implied by the unapplicability of step {5). 
3. (soundness) If P' is solved, then, by proposition 4.11, Op' is an idempotent mgu of 
P'. Therefore, it is sufficient to show that if P --->* P' then P and P' are equivalent 
(i.e. they have the same unifiers). To this aim, observe that the equivalence is stepwise 
preserved by the relation--->. In fact, steps {1)-(4) (6) and {1) clearly do not affect the 
set of unifiers. Then assume 
via step {5 ). Let < ti, Ui > be the selected pair in P. Then, ti = x E Var and 
tj = ti{x/u;}, uj = ui{x/ui} for j = 1, ... , i - 1, i + 1, ... , n. If D is a unifier of P, then 
xD = u;D and x-o = u;D. Therefore {x/u}i? =D. Then we have tjD = (ti{x/u;})i? = 
ti({x/u;}D) = tiD =(since Dis a unifier of P) = UJD = (ui{x/ui})D = ui({x/u;}i?) = 
uji?, i.e. D is a solution of P'. Analogously, if t~ is a solution of P', then D is a solution 
of P. 
4. (completeness) In order to prove the completeness of the algorithm we need the 
following lemmata. 
Lemma 4.14 Let M be a set of sets of terms. If Dis an idempotent most general unifier 
of M, then D is relevant {see [Apj). Namely, i? involves only the variables occurring in 
M, and their annotated versions, i.e. 
D(D) u D(D) ~ lJ(M) u lJ(M)-. 
Proof By proposition 4.13(1), (2) and {S}, if Mis unifiable, then there exists a set of 
pairs P such that: 
• Mpairs --->* P 
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• P is in solved form 
• 6p E mgu(M). 
By definition, it follows immediately that 6p is relevant. Since {} is a most general 
unifier of M, there exists µ such that {}µ = 6p. Then, we have: iJ6p = {}{}µ = (since {} 
is idempotent) = {}µ = 6p. It is easy to see that 
and 
hold. Moreover, since 6p is relevant, we have 
D(op) ~ V(M) u V(M)-
and 
C(6p) ~ V(M) u V(M)-. 
Therefore 
D(D)) ~ V(M) u V(M)-
and 
C(iJ) ~ V(M) u V(M)-, 
i.e. {} is relevant. D 
Lemma 4.15 If{} ,..., {}' {i.e. {} ::; t'J' and {}' ::; {} }, then there exists a renaming p such 
that {}' = {}p and{}= {}1 p- 1 • 
Proof It is an immediate extension of a lemma stated by Huet in ([Hu]). See also [Ed] 
for an easy proof. D 
Corollary 4.16 If{} E mgu(M), then 
mgu(M) = { {}' I {}' i·s idempotent and 3p renaming : {}' = {}p} 
Proof ff{},{}' E mgu(M), then{}::;{}' and{}' ::; {},i.e. {},..., {}'. By lemma 4.15, we have 
{}' = {}p for an appropriate renaming p. On the other side, if{}' = {}p, and{} E mgu{M), 
then {}' is a unifier of M. Moreover, for any other a that unifies M, since {} ::; a, we 
have 3r: iJr =a. Then 
i.e., {}' ::; a. D 
We prove now the completeness of the algorithm. By corollary 4.16, if{},{}' E mgu(M), 
then {}' = {}p for an appropriate p. By lemma 4.14, p does not introduce new variables. 
Then, we can decompose {}, {}' into two parts: 
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-O' = '°~ u -0~, 
such that: 
-0~ = {yi/x1, ... , Yn/x,.}, 
and 
Now, observe that Mwiirs is symmetric, i.e. < t, u >E Mpair• iff < u, t >E M,,"ir•· 
Moreover, it is easy to see that if Mp<Lir• -+* P, and < t1, u1 >, ... , < tn, Un >E P, then 
M,,,.ir• -+* P' =PU { < U1, t1 >, ... ,<Un, tn > }. Now, let 
Pi={< t,u >I t/uE '81} = {< X1,Y1 >, ... ,< Xn,Yn >}, 
P2 = { < t, u >I t I u E '°~}' 
Pf = {< t,u >I tju E -0~} = {< Y1,x1 >, ... ,< Yn,Xn >}, 
p~ = { < t' u >I t I u E '°~}' 
and assume 
Mpaira -+*Pi U P2 = { < X1, Yi>,.·.,< x,., Yn >} U Pz. 
Then 
Mpairs -+ * { < X1, Yi >, .. ·, < x,., Yn >} U { < Yb X1 >, ... , < y,., Xn >} U P2, 
and, therefore, since{< Xi,Yi >, ... ,< Xn,Yn >}{yifxi, ... ,yn/xn} = {< xi,x1 > 
, ... , < Xn, Xn > }, that is eliminated by step {3}, 
Mpairs -+* { < Yl> Xi >,. · ·, < Yn, Xn >} U Pz{yi/xi, ... , Yn/xn} 
{< Yi,xi >, ... ,< Yn,Xn >}UP~. 
5. (soundness and completeness of failure) We want to show that the algorithm fails 
iff the initial set P is not unifiable. 
if part By part { 1} and { 2} of this proposition, either P -+ * P', where P' is in solved 
form, or P -+* fail. By part (3), the first case implies that P is unifiable, therefore 
P-+ fail. 
only-if part Assume P -+* fail. Let P' be the set of pairs such that P -+* P' and 
P'-+ fail. Then, one of steps (2), {5} (first case), or {7} (first case) applies to P', i.e. 
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• < f(t1, ... , tn), g(u1, ... ,Un) >,where f i- g, or 
• < x, t >,where x E Var, x f:. t, x- f:. t and (x E 'V(t) or x- E 'V(t)), or 
• < x-, t >,where x- E Var-, x- f:. t and x- E 'V(t). 
In all the cases, P' is clearly not unifiable. Since -+ preserves the equivalence (see the 
proof of the part {9} of this proposition), P' is equivalent to P. Therefore, P is also not 
unifiable. 
D 
This result implies that the set of the idempotent most general unifiers of M is finite and can 
be computed in finite time by a deterministic simulation of the extended unification algorithm 
described in definition 4.12 (the non-determinism of the relation -+ can be simulated via a 
simple backtracking). 
The following proposition is the extension to the annotated case of proposition 2.2 and 
can easily be proved on the unification algorithm given in definition 4.12. 
Proposition 4.11 Let M1 , M2, M3 be sets of terms. Let t9 1 E mgu(Mi) and t92 E mgu(M2). 
Then 
1. mgu(M1 U Mz) = t91mgu(M2t9i) = t92mgu(M1t92), 
2. mgu(M1 u M2 u M3) = t91mgu(M2t9! u M3t9i). 
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Given a set of substitutions e, and a set of (positive) variables V, the function ev (e) (filter 
of e on V) eliminates from e all the substitutions whose domain contains a variable in v-. 
More formally: 
ev(e) = {t? Ee I D(t?) n v- = 0} 
We will write ev(t9) to denote ev({t9}), and e(e) to denote ev.,,(e). 
4.3 Sequences of substitutions. 
In the intended semantics of concurrent logic languages, an atom A can be verified only 
if all the input-mode constraints are satisfied. As shown in section 4.2, the input-mode 
constraints are expressed in the substitutions by the presence of annotated variables. To 
consider only the final resulting substitution (associated to an atom) is however not sufficient. 
In fact, a fiat representation of the result is not powerful enough to model the effects of the 
possible interleavings in the executions of the atoms in a goal. The main effect is that by 
the interleaving the atoms can provide each other the bindings necessary for going on in the 
respective computations. In a sense, we have to register the whole history of the execution of 
the atom, and therefore we have to adopt the notion of sequences of substitutions. From an 
operational point of view, they represent all the substitutions involved during the refutation. 
From a declarative point of view, they repres!lnt all the substitutions involved during the 
fixpoint construction. 
Definition 4.18 The finite sequences of substitutions, with typical elements, are defined by 
the following {abstract} syntax 
s ::= t9 I [sJ I s1.s2 
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D 
The operation of concatenation on sequences is considered to be associative, so parentheses are 
not needed and we can write fi1.fi1. ···.fin· The role of the squared brackets, in definition 4.18, 
is to separate the critical sections. Their meaning will be clarified by the definition of the 
interleaving operator (on sequences). The - operation extends naturally on sequences of 
substitutions and slV- will denote the sequence obtained from s by replacing in each element 
of s every variable x E V by x-. We introduce the following notations. If S, 8 1 are sets of 
sequences, then 
S.81 = {s.s' J s ES, s' ES'}, 
[S] = {[s] I s E S}. 
If s is a sequence, fi is a substitution, and s = '61 .s', then 
fi as= (fi a D').s', 
fi a [s] = [(fi a D').s'], 
if 0 is a set of substitution, then 
ea s = LJ o as. 
t?E9 
The length # ( s) of s is defined as follows: 
• #(fi) = 1 
• #([s]) = #(s) 
• #(s1.s2) = #(si) + #(s2). 
If all the elements of S have the same length, i.e. 3k : \fs E S : #(s) = k, then we define 
#(S) = k. 
The following definition introduces the notion of result of a sequence of substitutions. 
Roughly, such a result is obtained by performing the parallel composition of each element of 
the sequence with the next one, and by checking, each time, that the partial result does not 
bind negative variables. 
Definition 4.19 Let V be a set of (positive) variables, lets be a sequence and let S be a set 
of sequences. Rv (s) and Rv (S) (result of s and S w.r.t. V} are defined by mutual recursion 
as follows 
• Rv(fi) = ev(fi) 
• Rv([s]) = Rv(s) 
• Rv(s1.s2) = Rv(Rv(si) a s2) 
• Rv(S) = LJ Rv(s). 
sES 
Note that, thanks to the associative property, a sequence of the form s 1 .s2 can always be reduced 
to a sequence of the form [s~ ].s~ or fi.s~. Therefore, if fi1, fi2, ... , fin are the substitutions 
occurring in s (in this order}, then Rv (s) = Rv ( ... Rv ( ev (Di) a 02 ), ••• a fin). 
D 
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Definition 4.20 Let si, s2 be sequences of substitutions, and let 8i, 82 be sets of sequences 
of substitutions. 
1. si II s2 = {ff.s I 3s': ff.s' = si, s Es' II s2} 
U {t9.s I 3s': ff.s' = s2,s Es' II si} 
U {[s'].s I 3s": [s'].s" = si, s Es" II s2} 
U {[s'].s I 3s": [s'].s" = s2,s Es" 11 s1} 
2. 8i II 82 = u Si II S2. 
81ES1.t1zE82 
D 
Remark 4.21 The collection of sets of sequences is a commutative semi-group with respect 
to the interleaving operation, with 0 as the neutral element, i.e. 
1. 8 11 0 = 0 11 8 = 0 
2. 8 i 11 s2 = 82 11 8 i 
s. (81 11 82) 11 83 = 81 11 (82 11 83). 
Proof Standard. D 
Thanks to the associativety of the interleaving operation, we can omit parentheses and simply 
write s1 II s2 II s3 · · · (and 8i II 82 II 83 · · ·). 
5 Towards a declarative characterization of the G HC 
success set. 
5.1 Least fixpoint semantics. 
In this section we introduce the notion of interpretation, and we define a continuous mapping 
(associated to the program) on interpretations. The least fixpoint of this mapping will be 
used to define the fixpoint semantics. Such a mapping is the extension of the immediate 
consequence operator for HCL (see [Apl), firstly introduced by van Emden and Kowalski 
[vEK]. We recall some basic notions. Given a program W, the Herbrand base with variables 
Bw associated to the program is the set of all the possible atoms that can be obtained by 
applying the predicates of W to the elements of Term. The set Term consists of terms built 
on Var and on constructors of W. 
Definition 5.1 An interpretation of W is a set of pairs of the form < A, s >, where A is an 
atom in Bw and s is a sequence of substitutions on Var and Term. Iw will denote the set of 
all the interpretations of W. D 
Iw is a complete lattice with respect to the set-inclusion, where the empty set 0 is the mini-
mum element, and the set union U and the set intersection n are the sup and inf operations, 
respectively. 
The following definition, that will be used in the least fixpoint construction, is mainly 
introduced for technical reasons. 
Definition 5.2 Let s1 , .•. , sh be sequences of substitutions, and let Ai, ... , Ak {h :::; k} be 
atoms. si, ... , sh are locally independent on Ai, ... , Ak if! 
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We give now the definition of our immediate consequence operator. 
In the following, we use the short notation s to denote a sequence of sequences of sub-
stitutions SlJ ... ,sn. Moreover, ifs= s1, ... ,sn and A= Ali···,An,< A,s >stands for 
< Ai, s1 >, ... ,<An, Sn>, and Int(s) stands for s1 II · · · II Sn. 
Definition 5.3 The mapping Tw : lw ....... lw, associated to a program W, is defined as 
follows: 
Tw(I) = {<A,s>I 3H+--GIBEWvtA1: 
3s', s" locally independent on G, B, A : 
< 0, s' >, < B, s" >EI 
s E [mgu(A-, H).Int(s')].Int(s")} 
u {<A,{} >I 3H E {x = x}v!Al: {} E mgu(A, H)} 
Proposition 5.4 Tw is continuous. 
Proof Standard. 
Corollary 5.5 The least fixpoint lfp(Tw) of Tw exists, and lfp (Tw) = Un?:o T{,V (0) holds. 
Proof Standard. 
We define now the least fixpoint semantics· associated to a program W. 
Definition 5.6 The least fixpoint semantics of a program W is the set 
1(W) = { < A,{}> I 3s locally independent on A : 
<A, s >E lfp(Tw) 
{} E (R (Int(s)})IV!Al} 





In this subsection we prove the equivalence between the declarative semantics and the oper-
ational semantics of GHC. The equivalence is restricted to the success case, namely, to the 
substitutions computed by a refutation. 
Lemma 5. 7 Let A, H be atoms. Letµ be an idempotent positive substitution with no variables 
in common with H. Then 
µmgu((Aµ)-, H) = µ o mgu(A-, H). 
Proof It is a particular case of proposition 4.17(2). 0 
Lemma 5.8 Letµ be a positive substitution. Let 01 , ... , {Jn be idempotent substitutions. We 
have 
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if(O(µ) n (D(i>i) u C(i>i)) = 0,i = 1, ... ,n) 
then 
Proof This lemma is a simple extension of corollary 4.5(9). D 
Lemma 5.9 Let W be a GHC program. Let A be a sequence of goals, and let p be a positive 
renaming such that Ap is a variant of A. Then 
:Is locally independent on A :< A, s >E T/V (0) 
:Is' locally independent on Ap :< .Ap, s' >E T/¥(0) 
and 
.R (p.lnt( s))l 'V (A )UJ)( p) = p.R J) (pi ( lnt ( s'))1 v (A )UJ)(p) 
and 
#(Int(s)) = #(lnt(s')). 
Proof Let A= Ai, ... , An, and s = si, ... , Sn. For each i = 1, ... , n, let Si= {}i·si' and let 
Hi be the head of the clause used to obtain< Ai, Si >E T{V (0). Then, define si = {}i.si", where {}i E mgu(AiP-, H;), and st is the renamed version of si' (in order to fulfil the requirement 
of local independence). Then we have < A 1p, si >, ... , < Anp, s~ >E T/¥(0). Moreover, for 
each s E (s 1 II · · · 11 s,.), by lemmata 5.7 and. 5.8, we have 
( 1) 
for an appropriates' E (si II · · · II s~). Analogously, for each s' E (si II · · · II s~), there exists 
an appropriate s E (s 1 II · · · II sn) such that equality ( 1) holds. D 
Lemma 5.10 Let W be a GHC program. Let A be a sequence of atoms, and letµ be a positive 
substitution. Then 
:Is locally independent on A:< A, s >E T/¥(0) 
:Is' locally independent on Aµ :< Aµ, s1 >E T/V (0) 
and 
and 
#(lnt(s)) = #(Int(s')). 
Proof 
( =>) Let µ be a positive substitution, and let p be a renaming on D (µ) such that 
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(.A)pµp- 1 = .A. 
Define s' = si, ... , s~ as in lemma 5.9, apart from the first element of each s~ that is 
chosen in mgu(Aiµ-, Hi)· Then we have 
1. s' is locally independent on Aµ 
2. < Aµ, s' >E T/V (0) 
3. (µRvtµJ(Int(s 1)))1vtAJuD11i1 = 
(by lemmata 5. 7 and 5.8) 
(R(Int(µs')))1v(A)UD(µJ = 
(since only the i't~ 's E mgu(Aiµ-, H;) 
have variables in common withµ) 
(R(· · · II (µmgu(Aiµ-, Hi}) II · · · II Int(s111 )))1vtAJuD!1LI = 
(R(- ··II ((pp- 1µ) o mgu(AiP-, Hi)) II··· II lnt(s111 )))1vtA)uD(µJ = 
(since the st 1 shave no variables in common with p) 
(R(- ··II ((pp- 1µ) o mgu(AiP-, H;)) II··· IJ Int(ps"')))111tAJuD(µJ = 
(by lemmata 5.1 and 5.8) 
(p(R(- ··II ((p- 1µ) o mgu(AiP-, H;)) II · · · II lnt(s"'))))1vtA)uD(µJ = 
(by lemma 5.9) 
(R(- ··II (p.(p- 1µ).mgu(AiP-, Hi)) II ···II /nt(s"))))1v(AJuD(µJ = 
(since P-1µ = P-1 o µ) 
(R(- ··II (p.p- 1 .µ.mgu(AiP-, Hi)) II··· II /nt(s"))))1v1AJuD(µJ = 
(R(- ··II (µ.mgu(AiP-, Hi)) II ··:II /nt(s"))))1vtA)uD(µJ = 
(R (µ.(Int( s'))) )111(A)UD(µ). 
( <=) Analogous. 
D 
We now prove the equivalence of the fixpoint semantics we have defined and the operational 
semantics of GHC given in section 3. 
Theorem 5.11 (Soundness) Let W be a GHC program, and let A be a sequence of atoms. 
If+- A...!!....:: D, then, for{}'= {}IV!A:)' we have < A,{}' >E 1(W), i.e. 
3.s locally independent on A such that < A, s >E lfp(Tw) and{}' E (R (Int(s)))IV!AI 
Proof By induction on the number of steps k performed in the refutations. 
( k = 1) Assume +- A ~ D . Then A is composed by only one atom, say A, and one of the 
following cases hold. 
(A is an ordinary atom) In this case there exists in Wv(AJ a clause of the form 
H +-I. such that{} E mgu(A,H) and {}IV!Al = €. Then< A,a >E ri(0) holds, 
for each a E mgu(A-, H). Since {}IV(AI = €, there exists a E mgu(A-, H) such 
that a does not map variables in A, i.e. a is positive. Therefore R(a)IV!AI = {e}. 
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(A is a unification atom) Assume that A is an equality atom, and, for some x not 
occurring in A, DE mgu(A, x = x)JV!Al. Then < A, D >E TJ, (0) holds and, since 
Dis positive, R(D)JV(A) = DJV(AI· 
- rrµ. k - o' k ( ) (k > 1) Assume +-A 1--+ 1 +- A'aµ i----:-- 2 0 and D = aµD' JV(A)· Let Ai be the atom in 
A selected for the first derivation step. We have two cases. 
( Ai is an ordinary atom) In this case, there exists a clause H +- Gj.B in Wv!A} 
such that: 
• a E mgu(Ai, H) 
• +-Ga~1 o 
• k = k1 +k2 +1 (and therefore k1 , k3 < k} 
• A' =Ai, ... , Ai-1, B, Ai+i. ... , A,.. 
By the induction hypothesis, there exists s' such that 
<Ga, s' >E lfp(Tw), and 
µ E (R(Int(s')))1vicrrl = (Rv(rrJ(Jnt(s')))1vi<7o-J· 
Then, by lemma 5.10 (2), we have that there exists s~ such that 
< G, s~ >E lfp(Tw), and 
(aµ)JD(o-) E (R(a.(Int(s~))))JD(rr)· 
Moreover, by the induction hypoth~sis, there exists 811 such that 
< A'aµ,s" >E lfp(Tw), and 
D' E (R(Jnt(s"))) 1v!A'o-µ.) = (Rv1,,.11-1(Int(s")))1v!A'rrµ.)· 
By lemma 5.10 (2), there exists s~ such that 
< A'aµ, s~ >E lfp(Tw ), and 




Note that < A', s~ >E lfp(Tw) implies the existence of a sequence of sequences of 
substitutions s"' such that < .B, 8111 >E lfp(Tw ). By definition of Tw, for each Si 
such that 
si E [a.Int(s~)J.Int(s"'), (5) 
we have 
< Ai, si >E lfp(Tw ). 
For the other atoms Aj(j f:. i), by equation (4), we have that there exists Sj such 
that< Ai, Si >E lfp(Tw). Let r = s1, ... ,Si-11Si+1i····s,.. We have 
Int(s~) = Int(s"', r}. (6) 
Therefore 
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i} = (crµt'J')l'V!Al 
( CT µR /)(erµ,) ( Int( s")))111 (A) 
(R ( (crµ).(Jnt( s1))) )1 11 !Al 
E (by(3)) 
(by (4)) 
c (by (2) 
(R ( (R (cr.Int( s~))) .(Int( s1)))) IV!Al = 
(R ([cr.Int( si)].{Int( s1)) ))l'V!A l 
(R(Int(s1, ... , Si,··· ,sn))l'V!AI· 
(by (5) and (6)) 
(Ai is a unification atom) This case can be reduced to the previous one, by consid-
ering H as x = x and G and B as the empty sequences. 
D 
The following theorem proves the completeness of the operational semantics with respect to 
the fixpoint semantics. 
Theorem 5.12 (Completeness) Let W be a GHC program, let A be a sequence of atoms 
and let s be a sequence of sequence of substitution locally independent on A. 
If 
< A, s >E lfp(Tw), and 
iJ E (R(Jnt(s)))1vtAJ> 
then there exists t'J' such that 
A- ,9' * D +-- t--+ , and 
Proof Lets= s1 , ..• , Sn· We prove the theorem by induction on the lenght #(s) of s (where 
#(s) = #(si) + · · · + #(sn) ). 
( #( s) = 1) In this case, A contains only one atom, say A, and s contains only one substitution, 
say t'J, and iJ = (e{t'J'))l'V!AI = i!fvtAr One of the following cases holds. 
(A is an ordinary atom) In this case, there exists a clause of the form H +-- I E 
WvtAl and t'J' E mgu(A-, H) holds. Then, since e(t'J') f:. 0, we have t'Jl'V!Al = €. 
(A is a unification atom) In this case, there exists x such that x does not occur in 
A and t'J' E mgu(A-, x = x). 
In both cases, we have 
(#{s) > 1) Lets E Int(s) such that iJ E (R{s))J'V(AJ· We have two cases, depending on the 
first element of s being a critical section or not. 
1. Consider the case that there exist cr,s' such that s = cr.s' ors= [cr].s'. Assume 
that er is associate to Si, i.e. Si= cr.s~. Then, one of the following cases holds. 
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(Ai is an ordinary atom) There exists a clause with empty guard, H +- IB E 
Wv(Ad• such that a E mgu(A;,H). Moreover, since R(s)-; 0, we have 
a1v1A,l =E. Therefore 
+-A~ +-(Ai, ... 1 Ai-i 1 B, Ai+ll · .. , An)a 
and 
:Jr :< B, r >E lfp(Tw ). 
By lemma 5.10 (1), there exist 81 , s", 811 such that 
• < Aia,s'i >, ... ,< Ai-ia,s~-i >,< Ai+ia,s~+i >, ... ,< Ana,s~ > 
, < BC!, s" > E lfp(Tw ), 
II E l t( I I I I -//) 
• s n si, ... , si-i• si+i• .. ., sn, s , 
• (R(a.s'))111(A}uz:>(u} = {aRz;>(n)(s"))iVIAJuz:>(u)· 
(Ai is a unification atom) There exists x such that x does not occur in Ai and 
C! E mgu(Ai, x = x). This case can be reduced to the previous one, by consid-
ering H as x = x and G and r as the empty sequences. 
2. Consider now the case that there exist s1,s11 such that s = [s'j.s". Assume that s' 
is associate to si, i.e. si = [s'].s~. Then, there exists a clause H +-GIBE Wv(A;) 
such that 
• a E mgu(Ai, H) 
• 3r :< G, r >E lfp(Tw) 
• s' E a.lnt(r). 
From lemma 5.10 (1), there exists r' such that 
• < Ga, r' >E lfp(Tw), and 
• (aR(Int(r')))IDlul = (R(a.lnt(r)))1z:>(u)· 
By inductive hypothesis, for each r' E lnt(r') 
+- Ga i-!--t< D , 
{for an appropriate k,) where TjV(Gu) E (R(r'))jv(Gu)· Moreover, since 
(R(s'))IV(nu) ~ (R([a.lnt{r)]))IV(<:u) = (aR(Int(r')))IDlul• 
and R(s')IV(Gu) -; 0, we have that a and T do not instantiate variables of Ai. 
Therefore 
+-A ~k+i +-(Ai, ... , A;_i, Ai+ ii ... , An, B)ar. 
The rest follows as in case (1). 
D 
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6 Conclusions and future work. 
The classical notions of substitution and unifier, that are the basis for the semantics theory of 
HCL, are not fully adequate to deal with the concurrent versions of HCL, such as GHC. The 
synchronization mechanisms of these languages, in fact, are based on constraints that restrict 
the standard notion of unificability. In this paper we have extended the theory of unification 
by introducing the concept of annotated variable and by considering the substitutions as 
composed by two parts. The annotated variables represent the variables affected by the input-
mode constraints. The substitutions then contain two kinds of information: the bindings that 
are produced (bindings on not-annotated variables) and the bindings that have to be received 
(bindings on the annotated variables}. The application of a substitution to a term presents an 
asymmetry in dealing with annotated and not-annotated variables. This asymmetry allows to 
model the unidirectionality of the communication flow represented by shared variables. Also 
the notion of unifier preserves this asymmetry, and the extended definition of most general 
unifier formalizes, in a declarative way, the constrained most general unification used in GHC. 
Based on these concepts, we have extended the immediate consequence operator of HCL. 
The least fixpoint of such an operator represents the declarative counterpart of the success 
set of GHC, and allows to define a semantics for GHC in a declarative style. Finally we have 
showed the full equivalence of this declarative semantics, and the operational one, based on 
the notion of success set. 
The method here described for the semantics of GHC should be easily applicable to other 
concurrent logic languages based on similar synchronization mechanisms, namely, Concurrent 
Prolog and PARLOG. The construction should remain essentially the same, since it is, in 
a sense, parametric with respect to the unification theory. The only requirement is that 
the properties on parallel composition (and composition) of substitutions are preserved, since 
they are used in the proofs of soundness and correctness. Therefore, a declarative semantics of 
PARLOG and Concurrent Prolog can be obtained by simply defining an adequate unification 
notion, where 'adequate' means that it has' to model their synchronization mechanisms and 
to preserve the properties mentioned above. 
This methodology strictly resembles the basic ideas of 'the Scheme' [ JLM] and of CLP 
I JLM] and could be interesting to develop a general theory of the method we have used, so 
to obtain the counterpart of CLP for concurrent logic languages. 
An other direction of work is the integration of the declarative characterization of the 
success set (affected by the synchronization mechanisms) with the declarative characterization 
of the failure set (affected by the commit operator). 
Finally, we are thinking about a possible extension of the semantics described in this paper 
in order to obtain a declarative characterization of logic perpetual process. 
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